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The�Imager for Magnetosphere-to-Aurora Global Exploration� (IMAGE) will be
launched early in the year 2000. It will be the �rst mission dedicated to imaging, with
the capability to determine how the magnetosphere changes globally in response to
solar storm effects in the solar wind, on time scales as short as a few minutes. The low
energy neutral atom (LENA) imager uses a new atom-to-negative ion surface conver-
sion technology to image the neutral atom �ux and measure its composition (H and
O) and energy distribution (10 to 750 eV). LENA uses electrostatic optics techniques
for energy (per charge) discrimination and carbon foil time-of-�ight techniques for
mass discrimination. It has a 90 x8 �eld-of-view in 12 pixels, each nominally 8 x8 .
Spacecraft spin provides a total �eld-of-view of 90 x360 , comprised of 12x45 pixels.
LENA is designed to image fast neutral atom �uxes in its energy range, emitted by
auroral ionospheres or the sun, or penetrating from the interstellar medium. It will
thereby determine how superthermal plasma heating is distributed in space, how and
why it varies on short time scales, and how this heating is driven by solar activity as
re�ected in solar wind conditions.

low energy, neutral atom, imager
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1. INTRODUCTION
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The low energy neutral atom (LENA) Imager represents a fundamen-
tally new neutral atom imaging technology, designed for the lowest
possible energy range ( 10 eV to 1keV). This is the range of energetic
neutrals produced by superthermal ionospheric ions when they charge
exchange with atoms in the thermosphere. It is also the energy range
appropriate to charge exchange of accelerating solar wind thermal ions,
and to penetrating interstellar neutral gas atoms. Imaging and veloc-
ity analysis of such atoms represents an unprecedented opportunity
to remotely sense plasma heating processes, their variations on short
time scales, and the interstellar medium (Roelof, 1987) (Gruntman,
1997). Neutral atoms with energies greater than 1 keV are the tar-
get populations for the IMAGE Medium Energy Neutral Atom imager
(MENA), and High Energy Neutral Atom imager (HENA). Imaging of
neutral atoms with lower energies presents a different set of opportuni-
ties and technical problems, around which the development of LENA
has revolved.

The LENA sensor depends for its operation on the conversion of
incident neutral atoms into ions that retain the general characteristics
of their parent atoms. These are velocity-analyzed by conventional
techniques of electrostatic and time-of-�ight analyses, then detected
and imaged by conventional charged particle techniques. Conventional
charge exchange cell techniques are impractical for space �ight ap-
plications, while the carbon foils used by MENA and HENA cannot
be penetrated by such low energy atoms. Thus, the method of choice
for conversion is charge exchange upon re�ection from a solid surface.
Incoming neutrals are converted in part to negative ions that are nearly
specularly re�ected from the surface, then accelerated and collected by
an ion extraction lens that focuses and disperses them in energy. They
are passed through a broom magnet that removes electrons, and an
electrostatic analyzer that maintains energy dispersion while removing
photons, then delivered at high energy to a time-of-�ight sensor and
2D imaging system that sorts the particles by polar angle of arrival and
energy. The original concept for LENA was described by Herrero and
Smith (1986). The optics scheme actually used in LENA was described
by Ghielmetti et al. (1994) and Wurz et al. (1995), while an alternative
optics concept for LENA was described by Smith et al. (1998).
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2. SCIENCE OBJECTIVES
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Development of the LENA imager was motivated by the opportunity
such an instrument would provide for remote sensing of plasma heating
in the terrestrial ionosphere. Solar wind-driven plasma heating is known
to remove a highly variable (in space and time) mass �ux of plasma from
the ionosphere and to supply it to the magnetosphere and downstream
solar wind (Moore and Delcourt, 1995). While ionospheric out�ows are
known to be highly variable in time (Moore et al., 1998), it has been
difficult to study this variability on short time scales and to thereby
understand the energy �ows that drive the out�ows. Most studies have
been statistical in nature and have dwelt upon mass �ux relationship
to indices having variation time scales from a few hours to 11 years.
These have been based upon spacecraft orbital precession to sample
spatially with a time resolution of several months, if not years (Collin
et al., 1998). With remote sensing of ionospheric heating and out�ows,
we have the opportunity to study ionospheric heating variations at the
ultimate time resolution of the imager, as short as two minutes for the
spin period of the IMAGE spacecraft.

The nominal 1.25 x 8 orbit of the IMAGE spacecraft will pro-
vide a broad range of vantage points for the observation of ionospheric
plasma heating, from close-ups of the auroral zone at perigee, to global
sampling of the entire auroral oval from apogee. In addition, the region
of warm heated plasma just outside the plasmapause, in the equatorial
plane, will be imaged, and possibly the inner parts of the plasma sheet.
LENA provides a 90 x 8 �eld of view swept by the spacecraft roll to
produce an image of 90 x 360 in 12 x 45 pixels of 8 x 8 , through a

1 cm aperture. It responds in 3 coarse energy bins of
over either of two energy ranges (10-300 eV and 25-750 eV). The mass
of the neutrals is determined to support imaging of two ionospheric
species (nominally H and O ) with monitoring of other species at
coarse mass resolution of .

In this way LENA will address the following science objectives or
questions: (a) How is plasma heating distributed instantaneously within
the ionosphere? (b) How and why does auroral plasma heating vary on
short time scales (< 5 min.)? (c) How is plasma heating driven by
solar activity and solar wind conditions? These science questions lead
directly to the measurement objectives of the LENA imager, which are
implicit in its name.



Overview

Figure 1.

3. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
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Exterior photograph of the LENA sensor, illustrating its main features.
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3.1.

Figure 1 is a photograph of the exterior of the LENA sensor, with the
cylindrical aperture cover in place. The LENA sensor and control and
data handling unit (C&DH) are separated for thermal control reasons,
it being desirable to operate the LENA sensor at relatively low tem-
peratures to facilitate high voltage (HV) operations. The C&DH is the
site of greatest energy dissipation in the instrument, so it is thermally
coupled to the spacecraft deck plate to prevent it from overheating,
while the LENA sensor is thermally isolated and loses energy to space
through its entrance aperture structure. The entrance aperture of the
instrument has a thermal coating that enhances radiative loss to space.

Figure 2 illustrates the relative placement of the sensor and C&DH
on the spacecraft payload deck. The sensor has a number of high voltage
power supplies and the time-of-�ight electronics unit mounted on it
externally, in positions allowing direct feedthroughs to the relevant HV
devices or the TOF analyzer, eliminating external HV cabling. These
units are highly modular and individually removable from the sensor
housing for servicing. The outer housing of the instrument (mostly
magnesium) is treated with Dow-9 black, while the electronics units are
Alodyned. Interior surfaces of the instrument are treated with Dow-9
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Exterior assembly view of the LENA sensor and its Control and Data
Handling System.
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black if they are magnesium, or with nickel black, chrome black, or gold
black (in the most critical areas), for UV suppression.

The sensor is designed with a housing that seals tightly with O-rings
as a diffusion barrier against chemical, water vapor, and dust contami-
nation of the sensor interior. As for other instruments using open MCP
detectors, LENA�s MCPs are sensitive to hydrocarbon contamination
and are also strongly hygroscopic. The sealed sensor housing is kept
back�lled with gaseous high purity nitrogen. The aperture is the sole
vent opening, and is �tted with a purge cover that is removed before
�ight. The venting conductance of the entrance aperture is augmented
by baffled vents for all parts of the interior of the instrument housing.

Figure 3 shows the location and orientation of the LENA sensor
relative to the exterior of the IMAGE spacecraft, with �eld-of-view
indicated. The LENA �eld of view is a segmented fan coplanar with
the spacecraft spin axis and centered on the radially outward looking
direction. Each spacecraft spin (120 s, nominal), therefore sweeps out a
90 x 360 swath of the sky, leaving two polar blind spots of 45 polar
angle width.

Exterior to the conversion surface, LENA is a pinhole camera with
a 1 cm �pinhole�. Figure 4 illustrates in three dimensions the main
components of LENA and the optics path through it. A two dimensional
optics cross section is given in Figure 8. An optically polished near-
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A view of the IMAGE spacecraft, along its spin axis, showing LENA and
its pointing and mounting layout. Note that the 90 LENA FOV is centered on the
radial direction.
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conical conversion surface (consisting of 4 facets of 22.5 width each)
intercepts incoming neutrals passed by the collimator/charged particle
rejector at an incidence angle of 75 from normal. As the atoms are
converted, they are re�ected approximately specularly, with

, where these are transmitted and incident energies and the
brackets indicate an average. The surface, maintained at a nominal high
voltage of kV, converts incident atoms to negatively charged ions
of corresponding species (or in some cases sputters surface adsorbates
as negatively charged ions, as described in Appendix A.).

The emitted negative ions are accelerated, focussed and dispersed
in energy by an ion extraction lens. The lens can be trimmed to an
energy range between 10-300 eV, up to 25-750 eV, using a command-
able photodiode in the lens resistor chain. A broom magnet removes
photoelectrons or other electrons emitted by the surface, if they fall
within the LENA energy acceptance. Negative ions are then passed
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Section view of the LENA sensor showing the optics path through the
collimator to the conversion surface, the ion extraction lens, electrostatic analyzer,
and ITOF analyzer. The plotted rays illustrate the full range of polar angles, while
the colors indicate low, medium, and high energy particle behavior. Reference is made
to Figure 8 for a 2D section of the instrument, with component labeling.
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to a spherical electrostatic analyzer that maintains the radial energy
dispersion of the ions as it removes residual UV photons and passes
the negative ions to the imaging time-of-�ight (ITOF) system for mass,
energy, and polar angle analysis. They arrive at the ITOF system with
energy corresponding to the optics high voltage, nominally 20 keV.

The ITOF system consists of carbon foil apertures, a harp mirror
system that re�ects secondary electrons emitted from the back sides of
the foils, and four sets of start and stop detectors (one for each conver-
sion surface facet). The detectors are chevron stacks of microchannel
plates with L/D = 60. The start stacks are rectangular, while the stop
stacks are trapezoidal corresponding to projections of the conversion
surface facets. Start event charge clouds fall directly upon a 2D wedge
and strip anode (Walton et al., 1978) with four preampli�ers, the ratio
of whose pulses de�ne radial and polar angle coordinates for the events.
The preampli�ers are located within the TOF detection unit, and pulses
are passed to the Position Sensing System in the C&DH box. Start
and stop events generate fast pulses regardless of their point of impact
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Functional block diagram, showing the relationships among the principal
components.
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on the detector system. These are passed directly from the fast pulse
anodes to the TOF electronics unit.

LENA data products include a combination of a) image data for
each of two standard masses (H and O) and 3 standard energies (15,
60, 240 eV, or 30, 120, 480 eV), giving a total of 3240 data points (12P x
45Az x 3E x 2M), b) mass spectral data for a selected region of interest
or the entire image, and c) direct events including full energy, polar
angle, mass, and energy information. LENA is simpli�ed by its lack of
any swept potentials (except possibly the steering controller that varies
the energy range; intended to be changed occasionally).

LENA is controlled by a �eld-programmable gate array (FPGA)
that processes events from the position sensing system and the TOF
electronics and by an 8051 microcontroller that sets up data products
for transmission to the spacecraft central instrument data processor
(CIDP). The microcontroller also queues commands, executes them at
the next suitable opportunity, and transmits data to the CIDP. Ad-
ditional details are provided in Appendix B. The overall organization
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of the instrument is summarized in Figure 5 at the subsystem block
diagram level.

3.2.

The fundamental design goal for LENA was to achieve conversion
of low energy neutral atoms to negatively charged ions that can be
analyzed and detected using conventional methods. LENA has also
been designed to provide coarse 2D imaging (using spacecraft spin) of
the angular distribution of the �ux of such low energy neutral atoms.
Finally, LENA has also been designed to implement a coarse separation
of the converted neutrals by energy and by mass.

Time resolution is the principal objective of the LENA effort to
remotely sense plasma heating at the lowest energy levels. In the past,
it has been necessary to exploit the slow evolution of a spacecraft orbit
to obtain an adequate spatial distribution of in situ phenomena such
as auroral plasma heating. This means that the temporal resolution
with which the spatial distribution can be studied is comparable to
the precession period of the spacecraft, usually several months to a
few years. With remote sensing of the same phenomena, the spatial
distribution can be discerned with adequate spatial resolution once
per spin exposure, or a few minutes. This represents the fundamental
quantum leap that remote sensing offers. In particular, a basic goal of
the IMAGE mission is to resolve temporal variations on substorm time
scales, i.e., shorter than 1 hour, down to several minutes.

Table I provides a summary of the technical speci�cations for LENA
which details the resolution and sensitivity of the instrument.

3.3.

The path of particles or photons incident upon the LENA aperture
begins with passage through a combined collimator and charged par-
ticle rejector system (CPR). The vanes of this system are positioned
to eliminate trajectories that would in any case be unacceptable to the
LENA optics system; that is, trajectories which lie outside the angu-
lar response and effective aperture of the instrument. This collimator
approach is intended to minimize the number of extraneous particles
and photons entering the instrument apertures, and particularly to
eliminate such particles or photons which would otherwise be incident
upon interior surfaces other than the conversion surface. In this way,
the susceptibility of the instrument to extraneous particles and photons
is minimized. Collimation of width in spacecraft azimuth is provided
by means of radiating vanes.
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Table I. LENA Speci�cations

PARAMETER VALUE

Energy Range (incident neutral atom) 15 - 1250 eV

Energy Resolution at FWHM

Mass Range 1-20 amu (H and O )

Mass Resolution at FWHM

Angular Coverage sampling: 8 x 8 x 12 sectors per spin:

360 x 90 in 45 x 12 samples

Angular Resolution/Response 8 x 8 = 0.02 steradians

Total Field of View 2.8 sr

Pixels per Image 3.2 k =

3 Energy x 45 Az x 12 Polar x 2 Mass

Pixel physical aperture 1.0 cm

Pixel solid angle 0.02 sr per pixel x 12 pixels

Time Resolution 1D Polar x Energy 2.7 sec

Time Resolution 2D (Az x Polar) x Energy 120 sec

Time Resolution 3D (Az x Polar x Energy) 1 spin period (120 sec)

Dynamic Range 10

RESOURCES:

Mass 20.75 kg

Power 13.1 W orbit averaged

Telemetry 0.5 kbps
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As discussed below, the CPR vanes are a potential source of fast
neutral atoms, formed when incident charged particles are converted
to or otherwise produce secondary fast atoms upon striking the vane
surfaces. To assure that such atoms cannot reach the conversion surface
(described below), the vanes are �tted at their inner edges with �fences�
that eliminate straight line paths from the vane surfaces, through the
entrance aperture S1, to the conversion surface.

The four vanes are electrically insulated from chassis for high voltage
operation, and are alternately biased at positive and negative poten-
tials that are separately controlled. The effect of the resultant electric
�eld on entering charged particles is illustrated in Figure 6. The plate
geometry is designed for rejection of particles at up to 100 keV incident
energy, making the instrument resistant to the entry of magnetospheric
ions and electrons at energies up to the ring current range, above which
�uxes fall rapidly. Together with the entrance aperture and slit S1,
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Results of a simulation of the LENA charged particle rejector, showing cutoff
for particles with energy less than about 100 keV.
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the collimator de�nes the �eld-of-view over which LENA can accept
particles, as speci�ed in Table I.

3.4.

Fast neutral atoms in the energy range below 1 keV are severely scat-
tered and degraded in energy by even the thinnest of foils, and are
ineffective in producing secondary electrons when interacting with sur-
faces. Fast atoms routinely escape from laboratory plasmas owing to
charge exchange with residual gas. These can be converted to ions for
analysis, analogous to the LENA measurement objectives. A partially
ionized charge exchange cell is often used for this in the laboratory
(Fasola, 1977). This approach requires differential pumping in the lab-
oratory to achieve cell pressure around 10 Torr, and is thus highly
problematic for a space instrument. Gas released from the charge ex-
change cell to space would create an enhanced charge exchange medium
over some length scale around the spacecraft, potentially creating local
fast neutrals from the exterior ion plasma, contaminating the desired
signal.

To con�ne the conversion region and improve the conversion prob-
ability, it is useful for the incoming atoms to be incident upon a solid
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highly polished surface. A signi�cant fraction of the incident atoms is
near-specularly re�ected from a surface polished to sufficient smooth-
ness. As nearly all surfaces in vacuum are coated with water molecules
and other adsorbates, there is a signi�cant probability of conversion
to a negative ion (for species such as H and O, with stable negative
ion states). More detailed discussion of surface conversion, including
the angular distribution of the emitted negative ions, is provided in
Appendix A.

The central element in LENA is thus a conical conversion surface
(CS) composed of four �at facets, each a trapezoid of optically pol-
ished tungsten (W). The four surfaces are illuminated with neutral
atom �ux through the collimator/charged particle rejector, and main
aperture. The entire structure that supports the CS, shown in Figure
7, is �oated at a high negative potential in the range from 15-20 kV.
The conversion product negative ions (and any secondary electrons
produced on the surface) are accelerated away from the CS support
structure and collected by the LENA ion optics system.

3.5.

The LENA ion optics system consists of an ion extraction lens (IXL)
and an electrostatic anlyzer (ESA). Together these subsystems collect
negative charged particles from the CS, separate out any secondary
electrons by means of a broom magnet, and image them across slit
S3 according to their arrival angle (polar angle relative to the s/c
spin axis), and their energy (radius across S2, more energetic ions at
larger radius, and vice versa at S3 after inversion through the ESA).
The imaged ions are delivered to the time-of-�ight (TOF) analyzer for
detection, binning by polar angle and energy, and analysis by mass.
The system is depicted with end-to-end simulated raytracing in Figure
8. Optics simulations were performed using SIMION (Dahl, 1995).

The IXL consists of a stack of electrodes that are biased at potentials
intermediate between that of the CS and ground. The electrodes de�ne
an immersion lens that collects negative particles from the CS, and
images them upon slit S2, according to their arrival angle and their
energy. The IXL plates are biased relative to the optics HV applied to
the CS using a high impedance resistor chain that is integral with the
lens structure. One of the electrodes is biased with a variable resistor
that is commanded by means of an opto-coupler, the steering controller
(SC). The most energetic ions are mapped to the largest radius at S2;
and a 1-1 mapping is made between the energy of emission at CS and
S2 passage, apart from transverse components of the emission velocity.
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Isometric view of the conversion surface mounting structure.
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The ESA consists of a pair of truncated hemispherical plates de-
signed to map the arrival angle and energy of the particles from S2
to S3, where they are passed on to the TOF analyzer. The energy
distribution is reversed so that highest energies are found at lowest
radius at S3. The ESA is biased using the same resistor chain that
biases the IXL, deriving its potential from the optics HV supply.
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End-to-end simulation of the ion optics of LENA, also showing the TOF
optics in a 2D section through the symmetry axis of the instrument.
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EUV-induced electron contamination of the TOF analyzer is a se-
rious concern for LENA. To stop EUV penetration, the entire interior
of LENA is blackened with either nickel black, chrome black (on Alu-
minum surfaces) or Dow-9 (on Magnesium surfaces; including the main
LENA housing). Moreover, the ESA plates are blackened with Gold
black (outer) and chrome black (inner) to further suppress EUV trans-
mission to the TOF analyzer, which is entered through S3, at the output
of the ESA. The optics design requires at least three bounces for a UV
photon to reach the entrance to the detection system, starting from the
conversion surface.

3.6.

The imaging TOF subsystem is a self-contained module containing
carbon foils at the entrance aperture S3, an electrostatic

mirror system, four start detectors and four stop detectors correspond-
ing to the four CS facets, a wedge-and-strip start anode, a preamp
board with four Amptek A111a preampli�ers for the wedge and strip
position sensing signals, and a stop anode.

Negative ions collected and accelerated by the IXL are incident upon
the carbon foils suspended upon grids at S3 at the entrance to the
TOF analyzer. Each ion incident upon the foil creates one or more
secondary electrons of typically a few eV energy, emitted from the
rear of the foil as the ion passes. Within the foil, most of the ions
charge exchange to neutrals or positive ions, and suffer some degree of
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energy loss and angular scattering, but continue generally along their
trajectories toward the stop MCP detectors, arriving with a time delay
appropriate to their mass/charge. The 20 kV acceleration potential was
chosen for energy loss and scattering compatible with adequate mass
resolution and position sensing.

The electrons produced at the start foil are accelerated across a gap
through which they enter the electrostatic mirror. The mirror is based
on a harp design, in which wires are wound on a frame to produce the
equipotential grids. As a result, the electrons are re�ected sideways out
of the ion �ight path and are collected at the start MCP detector, after
a delay that is negligible in comparison with the ion time of �ight from
start foil to stop MCP. Other surface potentials in the vicinity of the
start foils are designed so as to insure that the electrons emitted by
the foil are forcefully directed toward a point on the start MCPs that
corresponds closely to their point of emission from the foils. In this
way, the energy and angular distribution of the ions passing through
the foils are imaged upon the start MCPs. Sample computed electron
trajectories are also illustrated in Figure 8.

The stop MCP stacks are trapezoidal, corresponding roughly to the
shape of the CS facets, while the start MCP stacks are rectangular
and stacked together off to the side of the ion �ight path. The MCP
high voltage supplies are commandable over a range up to 1500 V per
plate, also allowing for ample gain margin during prolonged operation
on orbit. The total number of MCPs is 2 per stack x 2 sets of stacks x 4
polar angle facets, or 16 per LENA sensor. The plates have pores of 25

diameter, with channel L/D = 60, for a thickness of 1.5 mm. The
chevron stacks obtain a pulse height distribution with FWHM 50%.
Plate resistances are in the range of 100 M per plate. LENA MCPs are
handled under clean room conditions and LENA is constructed of ma-
terials whose compatibility with long MCP life has been demonstrated
by means of lifetime testing. They have been burned in as stacks to

counts/cm .
The wedge-and-strip start anode also includes a capacitively-coupled

non-imaging anode used to generate the fast TOF pulse. This and the
stop anode fast TOF pulse are fed directly to the TOF electronics
through shielded coaxial cables between boxes. The wedge-and-strip
charge pulses are delivered immediately to a pre-ampli�er board inside
the TOF unit. Four A111a charge ampli�ers produce relatively slow
pulses that are fed to the pulse sensing system (PSS), located on
the Command and Data Handling unit logic board, where the pulse
amplitudes are sampled and coordinate ratios are computed.
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3.6.1.
All fast TOF pulses (start and stop) are counted without regard for the
presence of a correlated pulse in another detector. These count rates
are termed �singles� rates to distinguish them from the more restricted
set of correlated pulses resulting in time-of �ight measurements. In
the ideal case the ion passing through the start foil creates one or
more secondary electrons. These in turn are all collected and create
a corresponding start pulse in the MCP. The ion (or neutral) then
proceeds from the foil to the stop MCP and there creates a stop pulse.
In fact, none of these events has a unity probability and the expected
efficiency of the entire TOF event chain is . In addition, there
are random start and stop signals due to penetrating radiation (in
space) and to noise in the individual MCPs (spontaneous emission of
secondary electrons) giving rise to random coincidences. The possible
cases may be summarized as follows:

Start/valid stop: In this case a �coincidence� pulse is generated and,
at the conclusion of the process, a valid TOF value is also generated.
In addition, the four PSS pulses are captured and used to form the 2D
coordinates of the valid coincidence event.

Start/no stop: In this case the TOF circuit �times-out� at a pre-
determined maximum time (300 ns). The resulting TAC signal is not
analyzed by the ADC because it contains no information and would
only slow up processing. Neither are the PSS pulses processed, unless
the instrument is operating in the �starts-only� mode. A �time-out�
signal is generated for each such event.

Start/second start/stop: After the �rst start pulse the TOF circuit
ignores any further start pulses that occur before either a stop pulse or
a �time out.� Subsequent start pulses which occur during the 300 ns
TOF window (actually 1 msec, including overhead) are not processed,
and this time therefore serves as a (non-paralyzable) dead time for the
circuit. The chance probability of a valid second start within the time-
out window is small unless the count rate is extremely high, which
would not ordinarily be permitted (see below).

Stop/No Start: The logic does not respond to a stop pulse unless a
valid start pulse has occurred within the previous period. By de�nition
a start event is required to �re the logic.

Start/Stop in Random Coincidence: Nothing can be done about
this possibility and a random TOF value is recorded. However, note
that truly random coincidences are scattered uniformly across the TOF
spectrum and this background can, in principle, be measured and sub-
tracted. The expected rate for random coincidences is:
where and are the start and stop detector random rates, and

is the TOF dead time of 300 ns. Taking for all
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Table II. LENA Live Times and Dead Times

SIGNAL DEAD TIME

START Singles (no coincidence) 1.0 ms

START Singles (coincidence) 1.6 ms

Coincidence Events 13 ms

STOP Singles 1.0 ms

TOF, MQ PSS data 100 ms

TOF Direct Event Data 100 ms

Sample Period (Live fraction) 2700 ms

Sample Period (Dead fraction) 0 ms

Note: all values are preliminary.
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seven start and stop MCPs (which would correspond to relatively high
background levels) gives:

(1)

Thus the random rate should be relatively low, if the MCPs can be
kept to low background rates. This also means that in the presence of
a high �ux of ions the random coincidence rate increases because it is
proportional to either of the singles rates. LENA radiation shielding
consists of a thick outer housing ( 4.6 mm), as well as an internal
housing for the ITOF unit. The anticipated radiation noise rate on the
MCPs in the worst part of the radiation belts is a few Hz, which would
produce a negligible spurious coincidence rate.

At high event rates, the LENA electronics exhibits non-paralyzable
dead time effects far before the MCP detectors reach paralyzing rates.
The relevant electronic dead times associated with various LENA sig-
nals are given in Table II.

4.1.

The response of LENA to an incident neutral atom is governed by the
dimensions of the collimator, the entrance aperture slit, the conversion
surface, the ion optics, the ITOF optics, and �nally the response of
the detectors. The detector can be con�gured to measure either the
total incident neutral atom �ux or to determine the composition of
the incident neutral atoms through the time-of-�ight technique. The
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response is fully described by the product of the effective aperture area
( ), the pixel solid angle ( ), and the energy range ( ) for each
accumulation. In practice, these quantities may be functions of the inci-
dent particle species or energy, and of internal potentials applied to the
optics elements or to the MCP detectors. Below we discuss each these
factors in separate subsections, as it relates to the overall response.
Finally we will discuss potential sources of noise, against which the
signal will be recorded.

The instrument was calibrated at the University of Denver atomic
beam facility and at the GSFC ion beam facility. In the latter case,
neutral atoms were created by means of fast-ion charge transfer col-
lisions with the background gases inside the vacuum chamber. While
the GSFC neutral atom beam was not well characterized with respect
to energy, it did provide the ability make an end-to-end test of the
instrument and to map out the relative response of the instrument
with respect to incoming angle. At the Denver beam facility the LENA
instrument was mounted on a two-axis rotation table allowing for an-
gular response measurements. The instrument was placed in a vacuum
chamber such that it intercepted the neutral atom beam.

The experimental arrangement and procedures for generating atomic
oxygen and hydrogen beams at the Denver facility have been described
in detail previously by Stephen et al. Stephen et al. (1996). Brie�y, O
and H ions are formed in a conventional low pressure ( 250 Torr)
arc discharge source. The ions are subsequently extracted and focused
into a region where the well-collimated negative ion beam orthogonally
intersects an Ar-ion laser cavity. The intracavity laser radiation pho-
todetaches a portion of the incident beam (typically 1%) while the
remaining ions and electrons are extracted from the beam, leaving only
the desired neutral beam continuing onward toward the target. The
intensities of the atomic beams formed in this manner are measured via
an optical chopping technique. The operating wavelength of the Ar-ion
laser ranges from 488 to 514 nm ensuring both O and H atomic beams
are formed entirely in the ground state, since the electron affinities of
O and H are 1.46 eV and 0.75 eV respectively and their �rst excited
states lie 1.97 eV and 10.2 eV above the ground state, respectively.
Additional details are given in Appendix A.

4.1.1.
LENA is designed to have a 90 polar by 8 azimuthal acceptance
angle about the entrance aperture. This angle is de�ned geometrically
by the collimator and by the dimensions of the conversion surface. The
polar angle is subdivided into twelve 7.5 polar bins, while binning of
azimuthal angle and imaging of the neutral atoms is achieved though
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Total counting rate as a function of neutral atom beam angle. The separation
between the facets are due to internal stops within the ion optics.
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rotation of the spacecraft. Conversion of neutral atoms takes place on
four distinct tungsten surfaces equally spaced across the polar angle
dimension. Each surface is associated with distinct microchannel plate
assemblies for both the start and stop sections of the TOF system as
well as distinct carbon foils. As illustrated in �gure 9, within any one of
these four angular sections the relative efficiency for detection of neutral
atoms was constant but among the sections the efficiency varied by as
much as a factor of three.

As described previously, the polar angle of a detected neutral atom is
measured with the position sensing anode on the ITOF start detector.
The angular resolution is limited by angular scattering of the atoms on
the conversion surface, optical aberrations in the ion extraction lens,
scattering of the detected secondary electrons from the carbon foil, and
measurement error on the position sensitive detector. These aberrations
lead to a dispersion in the angular response as illustrated in Figure 10.

4.1.2.
LENA was designed to operate over neutral atom energy ranges of 10
to 300 eV and 25 eV to 750 eV depending on the potential placed on the
steering electrode. Within these ranges, these measured energies corre-
spond to those of the scattered negative ion from the conversion surface.
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Response function in polar angle, for several �xed incoming beam direction.
The distribution across angular bins are �tted to Gaussian functions with an average
FWHM of 2.5 bins for each of the beam angles.
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Particles incident on the surface lose energy over a broad distribution
which is peaked at about 80% of the incident energy for oxygen and
95% for hydrogen. In addition, low energy negative ions, sputtered from
the surface by the incident neutral particle, contribute to the signal.
The ion extraction lens on LENA is designed to focus and disperse the
scattered ions according to energy across the carbon foil detector plane
on the TOF analyzer (Slit S3). The location of the incident ions on
the carbon foil is determined by imaging the secondary electrons from
the carbon foil onto a position sensitive detector. In this way, both a
measurement of the energy and angle (orthogonal to the energy axis
on the PSD) of the ions are simultaneously determined.

Owing to schedule pressure on the IMAGE mission and development
problems with LENA, it was not possible to characterize the LENA en-
ergy response adequately. Speci�cally, it was not possible to determine
the true energy boundaries of the three energy bins. Unless additional
calibration time becomes available, it will be necessary to base the en-
ergy passbands for the three bins upon simulation results. The nominal
energy bins (at 20 kV optics potential) are centered at 50, 150, and 250
eV (ion energy) at the lowest steering potential. At the highest steering
potential, the bins are shifted to 300, 500, and 700 eV, respectively.
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These energy ranges scale approxmately with the optics potential in use
at any given time and the numbers above correspond to the nominal
optics potential of kV.

4.1.3.
LENA includes a carbon foil TOF analyzer designed to separate con-
verted hydrogen from converted heavy ions. An example of the TOF
spectrum is shown in Figure 11. The spectrum shows clear separation
of the well-peaked H atom signal and the O atom signal which is more
broadly distributed owing to straggling in the foils. This spectrum was
taken with an incident oxygen atom beam but the spectrum includes
H atom signal due to the sputtering of these atoms from the tungsten
surface. Since the sputtered atoms come off the surface with low energy,
relative to the energy of the scattered atoms, it is possible to remove
most of the sputtered atoms from the detector by using the steering
electrode This is shown in �gure 11 where the ratio of hydrogen to
oxygen changes from 1.78 in the upper panel to 0.07 in the lower panel.
When the sputtered ions are not removed, compositional information
is lost but the sensitivity of the instrument is improved.

4.1.4.
We de�ne the effective area of the instrument to be the product of the
aperture area and the probability that a neutral atom entering through
the aperture and hitting the conversion surface (and therefore within
the �eld of view of the instrument) will be detected. The effective area
is strongly affected by the conversion efficiency on the tungsten surface,
the transmission of the extraction and imaging optics, and the efficiency
of the carbon foil TOF analyzer. The efficiencies of atom conversion
and TOF detection are also dependent on the converted ion species.
These efficiencies are in turn affected by commandable settings of the
ion extraction lens voltage, the microchannel plate bias voltages on
the TOF start and stop detectors, the channel plate gain, the detector
threshold level settings, and the noise �oor which limits the extent to
which the threshold level settings can be lowered. Using the University
of Denver neutral atom beam facility we made measurements of the
absolute efficiency of LENA for H and O atoms. These measurements
were initially made at suboptimal MCP biases, owing to problems with
ion feedback in the MCP stacks. These problems were later corrected
and the efficiency of the MCPs when operating at DU was determined
to be 0.25 of their full efficiency when optimally operated. Figure 12
shows the estimated efficiency based on best knowledge including both
DU and GSFC testing results.
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(upper panel) TOF response to oxygen including sputtered H atoms. (lower
panel) TOF response to oxygen with steering voltage set to remove sputtered atoms.
The integration time in the upper panel is 7.1 times larger than in the lower panel,
and very little of the converted oxygen is removed from the beam when the steering
controller is exercised.
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4.1.5.
Work at the University of Denver indicates that conversion on the
tungsten surface is taking place on adsorbed species, most likely water,
rather than the tungsten itself. During tests of the surfaces, conversion
signal disappeared after heating the surface to 800K, but reappeared
after the surface cooled and adsorbates reformed on the surface, within
about 30 min (at Torr). We also found that the energy distribution
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Measured effective area as a function of neutral beam energy. Since the
optics high voltage supply may not be exercised at the highest designed setting of 20
keV initially, we include �gure 13 which shows the dependence of efficiency on the
optics voltage. The drop in efficiency for lower optics voltage settings is primarily due
to increased ion scattering and low secondary electron yields in the carbon foils as the
energy of the ions are reduced.
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of the converted ions from a 300 eV (equivalent energy) neutral atom
beam does not exhibit the elastic scattering peak that is evident when
negative ions are scattered from the surface with no charge exchange
taking place. In previous experiments by Taglauer (1985), the elas-
tic scattering peak has been attributed to collisions with the surface,
while the broad inelastic peak was assigned to collisions with adsorbed
molecules.

Over time on orbit much of the water will evaporate but at least
a monolayer of water or other chemical adsorbates remains on the
conversion surface at laboratory pressures. The surface may be further
modi�ed by the application of solar UV radiation. Experiments were
performed in which the surface was illuminated with an Opthos UV
lamp that emulates the solar Lyman- line. It was found that no change
was produced in the surface conversion efficiency for effective exposure
durations of order of ten days, again at operating pressures of
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Torr. Ultimately, the best knowledge of conversion surface stability in
the long term will be obtained from experience on orbit, and possible
intercalibration with the MENA instrument.

4.1.6.
Potential sources of noise include electronic noise, signal due to high
energy ions that make it through the collimator, photoelectrons, and
photo-desorbed negative ions. The collimator is designed to reject in-
coming ions through the application of a strong electric �eld between
parallel plates, as shown previously. Ions above the rejection threshold
will impact the conversion surface and sputter ions that will be detected
but their �ux is expected to be negligible on the IMAGE spacecraft
orbit.

The detector on LENA is well protected from light and photoelec-
trons by the extended multiple bounce path from the entrance aperture
to the detector and through the use of photon and electron absorbing
materials in the spherical analyzer section. Photoelectrons are further
suppressed by a small magnet located at the entrance of the spher-
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ical analyzer section. More problematic for LENA is the systematic
noise due to photo-desorption of negative ions from molecules that
are absorbed on the conversion surface. These negative ions, chie�y

, and derived from water adsorbed to the conversion
surface, are distinguishable from the converted fast neutrals by their
translational energy after leaving the surface. We conducted laboratory
measurements of the response of LENA to far UV light near Ly- .
These measurements provide an upper bound to the expected photo-
desorption noise limit. For the expected average on-orbit geocorona
Ly- intensity of 10 kR we anticipate not more than 20 counts/s/pixel.
This is an upper bound because the measured signal includes contri-
butions from two alternative processes which we should not observe on
orbit owing to the superior vacuum (< Torr in space vs.
Torr chamber pressure) that will be present there. These are (1) dis-
sociative attachment of neutral molecules above the conversion surface
by photoelectrons generated on the conversion surface and (2) negative
ion sputtering from accelerated positive ions that are generated by
ionization of background gas above the surface.

4.2.

The overriding philosophy of the LENA instrument design was to keep
the instrument as simple as possible and sweep free by imaging all
relevant parameters. Since there is little that can be modulated, the
number of operating modes is small. LENA will, in general, be operated
at �xed settings during the lifetime of the mission following the initial
ramp-up to nominal voltage levels.

The collimator voltage does not affect the instrument response to
neutrals, as expected, so that the intent is to run the collimator at
the highest practical voltage level to eliminate any background due
to ions or electrons. Although the collimator has not yet been beam
tested to evaluate the degree of effectiveness in eliminating ions, this
being an anticipated post-launch effort, simulations suggest that the
collimator eliminates all ions with energies a factor of ten greater than
their voltage setting. Consequently even a modest collimator setting
of 3.28 kV, which was routinely run during calibration, will shield
LENA from ions with energies below 32.8 keV.

LENA azimuthal information is obtained naturally through the ro-
tation of the IMAGE spacecraft at 0.5 revolutions/minute. Polar infor-
mation is obtained using the position sensing start anode in the time-
of-�ight section of the instrument and is always available although the
resolution increases with the post-acceleration, that is the optics supply
level. Likewise, mass differentiation is effected by the time-of-�ight unit
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as well, based on the amount of time required by �xed energy ions to
traverse a �xed distance. Once again, however, primarily because of
scattering and energy loss in the 2.0 g/cm carbon foil, time-of-�ight,
that is mass, resolution increases with the post-acceleration or optics
supply level.

4.2.1.
The operating state of LENA is set by implemented commands. Of
these, the most important are as follows, in roughly the order in which
they are exercised to bring LENA up to full operation:

Accumulation period and spin synchronization: LENA can either
free run with a speci�ed accumulation period, or can be synchronized
with the IMAGE spin clock. The former capability is necessary at times
when the IMAGE spin clock signal is not available for any reason.

TOF test pulser: This can be actuated at any time, and used to
verify the operation of the fast pulse ampli�cation and time-of-�ight
analysis by the TOF electronics.

MCP HVPSs: Normally, the start and stop MCP supplies are un-
safed, enabled, and commanded to their operating levels before any
of the other supplies. The MCPs provide very sensitive detection of
any charged particles present inside the sensor and therefore provide
early warning of any incipient corona or discharge condition. While this
has rarely been a problem for LENA, this procedure is observed as a
precaution.

Collimator HVPSs: The collimator supplies (positive and negative)
are unsafed, enabled, and commanded to their operating levels next.
Capable of 8.8kV, nominal operation is at 8.0 kV. However, con-
siderable rejection of energetic ions and electrons is provided at lower
levels.

Optics HVPS: The optics supply provides the potential required
to bring LENA into full operation by accelerating negative ions pro-
duced by the CS into the optics and the ITOF analyzer. When unsafed
and enabled, it assumes an output voltage of approximately 2 kV.
The instrument begins to operate usefully at approximately 10 kV,
and gradually improves in effective area and angular resolution as the
potential is raised to 20 kV.

Optics Steering Controller: The variable IXL electrode is controlled
by command of its opto-coupler, to slide the energy range up or down
as desired.

TOF Analysis: Though LENA is intended to perform TOF analysis
on all image data, a �starts-only� mode also exists, in which all start
events are imaged, regardless of whether or not a coincident stop event
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is recorded. It is not expected that this option will be typically used,
and it exists principally as a hedge against failures of the TOF system.

4.2.2.
The basic strategy involves monitoring the start and stop singles rates.
If these exceed a programmable threshold, shutdown is conducted as
follows: The CPR potential is reduced. If over-counting continues, it is
reduced further, until over-counting ceases to exceed the threshold or
the supply is disabled. Then the Optics bias is reduced or shut down
in the same way. Only then are the MCP biases reduced or shut down
if necessary to remove the over-counting condition. Other anomalous
conditions are also detected and result in a spectrum of corrective
measures, culminating in shut down and manual restart.

4.2.3.
Heavy ion, neutral oxygen, data will likely be taken in two modes. The
�rst mode, known as �enhanced efficiency mode,� results because neu-
tral oxygen hitting the tungsten surfaces produces not only converted
negative ions but also sputtered hydrogen. This sputtered hydrogen
contribution will increase the LENA efficiency for oxygen by up to a
factor of two in some cases. This mode, however, requires the separation
of the signal due to converted atomic hydrogen (hydrogen does not
sputter a signi�cant amount of oxygen from the tungsten surfaces)
from that due to sputtered hydrogen from the atomic oxygen.

The second mode, known as �sputter suppression mode,� relies on
the ability of the steering controller to eliminate the low-energy sput-
tered hydrogen component from the higher energy converted atomic
oxygen component. In this mode, none of the hydrogen part of the
time-of-�ight section is due to oxygen, and the neutral hydrogen �uxes
may be determined without relying on subtracting the contribution due
to sputtered hydrogen from the incident neutral oxygen.

Finally, calibration data show that the steering controller can also be
successfully employed to eliminate the low energy parts of the distrib-
ution. For example, a steering controller setting of 31% maximum will
eliminate 30 eV neutral oxygen. A steering controller setting of 50%
maximum will eliminate 60 eV neutral oxygen. And so forth, although
at the highest energies the �ux is only reduced, not eliminated. This
behavior, independent of the energy binning, may be used to infer
additional information on the energy distribution of neutral atoms in
much the same way the a retarding potential analyzer (RPA) functions.
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4.3.

The remaining options for operation of LENA fall in the category of
data options. The �ow of data within LENA is summarized in Figure
14. Since onboard processing requirements are modest, and the CIDP
is available for compression operations, there is little need for buffering
of the data, and events are accumulated directly into image bins as
they are accumulated in memory.

4.3.1.
The LENA ITOF system produces four principal types of data prod-
ucts that are accumulated separately and buffered in the CIDP for
introduction into the IMAGE telemetry stream (see also Table III):

1. Detector pulse �singles� rates corresponding to the start, stop,
and coincidence rates, without regard to position sensing.

2. �Direct Events� or start/stop coincidence pairs are accumulated
into a memory that retains all of the information about each event:
TOF, energy and angle positions, and spin phase. Each direct event
is stored as 16 bits (10 bits of TOF information, 4 bits of polar zone
information, and 2 bits of energy information). TOF information is
initially stored in 11 bits providing 2048 possible bins within the TOF
range of response, but only the 10 most signi�cant bits are included in
the Direct Event data packet.
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Table III. Summary of LENA Data Products

LENA Data Product Explanation

Start singles rate Rate of all start events by Az

Stop singles rate Rate of all stop events by Az

Coincidence singles rate Rate of coincidence events

Direct events 16 bit representation of M, E, P, Az

for each coincidence event

(less M for start-only events).

Region of Interest Spectra TOF spectrum for,

integrated over a speci�ed range of E, P

Image Data Array of 2M x 3E x 12P x 45Az

29

3. �Region of Interest Spectra� are TOF spectra accumulated from
a speci�ed subset (or the entirety) of the images. A TOF spectrum
is accumulated for a speci�ed range of polar angle and energy. This
spectrum is divided into 32 bins based on a given TOF start/stop range.
The subset of the image may be any contiguous rectangular subset of
the full image data. The subset of the image may be any contiguous
rectangular subset of the full image data.

4. �Image data�, or coincidence pairs are accumulated into an array
of accumulators corresponding to 2 commandable TOF ranges (corre-
sponding to the major species of interest), 3 E/q bins, 12 polar-angle
bins, and 45 spin azimuth bins. Start-only data may optionally be
binned in the same way.

4.3.2.
Arrays of data are further compressed by the IMAGE spacecraft CIDP,
using a lossless encoding technique similar to those used for telecommu-
nications of computer �les. This eliminates redundant information and
provides reductions in the total data volume by a factor ranging from
approximately 2 to several, depending on the information content of the
speci�c data. The resulting data volume depends in general upon the
nature of the data collected, but this uncertainty is handled by buffering
with direct events up to the capacity of the remaining telemetry space.

Without compression, the LENA data bandwidth is just sufficient
to report all image data plus a modest amount of TOF spectral data,
and small amount of direct event data. With compression operational,
the available telemetry bandwidth exceeds the LENA requirements to
report images. To take advantage of this additional bandwidth, direct
event data will be introduced as needed to �ll the available telemetry
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Table IV. LENA data product �model� mix.

LENA Data Product �Model� volume

Housekeeping 64 bytes

Singles data 180 bytes

ROI Spectra 64 bytes, for each of 4 de�ned regions

Image Data 6480 bytes

Direct Events 5760 bytes, maximum

Total stream 8000 bytes x Compression Factor
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buffers. Because the event data may be truncated, it is organized and
reported in such a way as to provide an even distribution across spin
azimuth. The data are reported in order of increasing spin sector bin,
but the �ight software will maintain a maximum limit of 128 bytes of
event data per spin sector which will prevent only a few spin sector bins
from �lling the available telemetry space. In this way, more detailed in-
formation will become available as a bene�t of the lossless compression
processing. The direct event data so-obtained will be used to develop
a more detailed understanding of the LENA efficiencies and in-�ight
performance.

4.4.

LENA Science Operations will consist primarily of achieving opera-
tional high voltages, and the selection of the mix of the various products
to be included in the telemetry stream. After experience is gained with
LENA, a regular pattern may be established of modulating the steering
voltage so as to obtain data with and without sputtering suppressed.
The principal variable in the data selection is the amount of space to be
devoted to ROI spectra, up to 4 of which can be de�ned and included
in the telemetry stream. The balance is then devoted to direct events.
The �model� data product mix is summarized in Table IV.

The most scienti�cally important data products will initially be the
LENA atom �ux images, an example of which is shown in Figure 15,
which has been generated using the calibrated instrument response to
a �ux image generated by a simulation model. Here the total �ux of
both O and H is summed and the instrument response is the non-mass
resolved

The model used to produce these images included ENA produced
by up�owing ions from the cleft ion fountain, the auroral zone and the
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polar cap as well as backsplash ENA produced by precipitating ring
current O+. The assumptions and characteristics of the model are:

1. The model assumes that the �ux of ions coming from the ionosphere
is proportional to the energy �ux carried by precipitating electrons as
given by the (Hardy et al., 1987) empirical model.

2. The total �ux of O and H ions coming from the ionosphere is
consistent with the results of (Yau et al., 1988), (Pollock et al., 1990)
and (Giles et al., 1994).

3. A solution is found by launching many ions from the 1000 km
source altitude and tracking them as the follow �eld lines, drifting due
to the convection electric �eld and losing energy to gravity. This is done
with a guiding center particle trajectory code (Delcourt et al., 1988).

4. The ions begin life (at 1000 km) having velocities drawn from a
perpendicularly heated biMaxwellian distribution whose perpendicular
temperature is 10 times its parallel temperature. In the auroral zone
the perpendicular temperature of this distribution is 30 eV in the cleft
ion fountain it is 10 eV and in the polar cap it is 20 eV.

5. The magnetic �eld is assumed to be dipolar and the convection
electric �eld model is that of (Volland et al., 1978).

6. The following charge exchange reactions are included in the model.
The neutral atmosphere used is that given by the MSIS-86 model and
the ionospheric O is that given by the IRI-90 model.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

7. The solution found is steady state and depends mainly on Kp and
F10.7 as given by the total out�ow �uxes of (Yau et al., 1988).

Images like that in Figure 15, coming at intervals of a few spins of
the IMAGE spacecraft, will allow coarse spatial resolution monitoring
of auroral plasma heating with unprecedented time resolution. The
advantage of having this time resolution will be to correlate the heating
with external in�uences so that the cause of the heating can be tracked
to its energy sources. Because the times-of-�ight of the observed atoms
from their source regions are quite long for the lowest energy atoms
observable to LENA (up to 10 minutes per R ), the correlation of
plasma heating with other solar wind or mangetospheric phenomena
will require careful timing with regard to both the delivery of energy to
the auroral zone as well as the subsequent travel of atoms to the IMAGE
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Example of predicted LENA response to neutral atom �uxes computed to
be emitted by the auroral oval under conditions of active aurora.
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spacecraft. Moreover, at these lower energies, there will be noticeable
gravitational de�ections of the neutral atom trajectories, leading to
some distortion and smearing that will complicate the interpretation
of the images.

The low energy neutral atom (LENA) Imager has been developed to
extend the goals of the neutral atom imaging to the lowest possible
energy range, so that plasma heating and planetary escape can be
remotely sensed and tracked at much higher than usual time resolution.
LENA is the �rst such instrument to be �own in space. For this initial
application, a conversion surface technology has been employed that
may have a �nite lifetime on orbit. There is little previous experience
with charge state conversion by surfaces exposed for long periods to
space vacuum levels, a situation that LENA will alleviate.

With nearly a full three dimensional view of the sky each spin,
LENA�s 12 angular pixels monitor two mass species and three energy
ranges simultaneously, obviating the need to sweep any measurement
parameter. The LENA C&DH accumulates images and TOF spectra
(optionally for a subset of the imaged �eld of view). The image data
routinely undergo lossless compression by the IMAGE spacecraft CIDP,
to optimize telemetry use. As compression frees up telemetry space, it
is �lled with direct events that provide a continuous monitor of the
TOF spectrum at higher resolution and allowing routine monitoring of
minor species that may be of interest.
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LENA will make possible for the �rst time global remote sensing of
the heating and escape of ionospheric plasma into the magnetosphere,
at a time resolution of a few minutes, far faster than for previous in
situ sampling of this process. It will also provide the �rst opportunity
to observe other heliospheric �uxes of fast neutral atoms, potentially
from the interstellar medium, the sun, or planets and other solar system
bodies.

The rationale behind using the surface conversion of neutral atoms to
negative ions for the LENA instrument has been discussed brie�y in the
introduction section. This technology is the most developmental aspect
of the LENA instrument, and clearly is fundamental to its operation.
Meaningful evaluation of data from LENA depends upon three features
of the conversion process:

- Approximately specular re�ection of the incident particles;
- A temporally stable, calibrated conversion efficiency;
- A predictable energy relationship between the incident neutrals

and the negative ions.
Most of what is known about this process is empirical, with only

limited theoretical basis. Much of the existing work is summarized
by (Gruntman, 1997). The majority of previous measurements of the
conversion efficiencies for various surfaces have been devoted to H and
D, atoms important to fusion processes. Moreover, some controversy
surrounds the empirical results.

The efficiency for the conversion of neutral atoms incident on a sur-
face to negative ions should ideally be a straightforward measurement.
The conversion efficiency, often denoted by the symbol , is simply the
ratio of the near-specularly-re�ected �ux of negative ions, , from a
surface to that of the incident neutral �ux, :

(7)

In some of the relevant literature, a different �gure of merit called
the �ionization efficiency� or �ion fraction� is used. This measurement
is the ratio of the detected negative ions re�ected from the surface to
the sum of the detected ions and neutrals re�ected from the surface.
The use of this parameter may produce some confusion regarding the
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performance of the surfaces and is responsible in part for the contro-
versy. The important parameter for neutral atom imaging is clearly the
conversion efficiency, and we use that exclusively herein.

The conversion efficiency should depend upon many experimental
parameters: the angle of incidence, the incident neutral species, the
neutral energy, and the material and preparation of the conversion
surface. There have been measurements investigating the effect of these
parameters reported in the literature. The formation of H by hyper-
thermal H atoms backscattered from a thick cesium surface was studied
by Pargellis and Seidl (Pargellis and Seidl, 1982). The scattering of fast
(70 eV to 1 keV) neutral and ionic molecular hydrogen from an Ag(111)
surface was studied extensively by van Slooten et al. (van Slooten et al.,
1992). In addition, scattering of 80-300 eV O2 and NO from Ag(111)
and Pt(111) was studied by Reijnen, van Slooten and Kleyn (Reijnen et
al., 1991). The results of these neutral beam experiments have an im-
pact upon the perceived applicability of studies accomplished with ionic
beams, which will be illuminated in the next paragraph. The majority
of previous studies have used incident beams of atomic or molecular ions
and the results have been extrapolated to the case of incident neutral
atoms. According to theory (Probst and Luescher, 1986), (Snowdon et
al., 1986), and strong experimental evidence (Schneider et al., 1982),
(Van Toledo, 1986), (Wurz et al., 1998), the charge state of the re�ected
atom is independent of its incident charge state. This results because
the incoming ions are neutralized by an Auger-type electron transfer
process or by resonant electron transition. As a result, measurements of
the ionization efficiency using beams of positive molecules or atoms are
represented as an adequate method of determining the conversion effi-
ciency. Nevertheless, the LENA team was the �rst to directly measure
the absolute conversion efficiencies of neutral atoms to negative ions
on surfaces using calibrated beams of variable-energy neutrals incident
upon surfaces.

In reality, neutral to negative ion conversion measurements are in-
herently complicated. Perhaps the most daunting problem is the pro-
duction of a well-calibrated, variable energy beam of neutral atoms.
Many measurements have been used to infer the conversion efficiencies
for various surfaces. Most of these measurements depend upon one or
more of the following aspects, leading to some controversy about their
applicability:

1. The use of positively charged particles for the incident beam.
There is a strong heritage in the literature that maintains that conver-
sion efficiencies should not depend upon the incident charge state. This
dependence has not been investigated in detail. However, van Slooten,
Anderson and Kleyn [1992] have shown that energy distributions and
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angular dependence of negative (as well as positive) ions resulting from
neutral molecular hydrogen incident upon Ag(111) markedly differ from
those for incident positive ions.

2. The use of molecules for the incident beam. The use of inci-
dent molecular beams additionally demands that assumptions be made
about the rate of and energy dependence of dissociation upon the sur-
face. Two problems may arise with the use of molecular beams. The �rst
is that there may be avenues to produce negative atoms from a molecule
that are not available to the atom. The second is that unless mass
analysis (or careful energy analysis) is used to examine the re�ected
negative ions, molecular negative ions that are formed in the scattering
process may in�uence the results. Reijnen et al. (Reijnen et al., 1991)
observed very strong signals of O resulting from O incident upon
Ag(111) and Pt(111) at energies from 80-300eV.

3. A lack of energy analysis of the re�ected neutral and ionic par-
ticles. Unless the ion and neutral �ux (in the case of charge fraction
measurements) are energy analyzed and detected on a calibrated detec-
tor, the results may be considered suspect, owing to known detection
efficiency variations with energy.

4. Requirement for atomically clean surfaces. Many of the previous
results are for atomically clean surfaces, which are exceedingly difficult
to produce and maintain in a space �ight instrument.

The goal of the study of possible surfaces for LENA was to use
previous work as a guide and pursue a course of research leading to an
acceptable conversion surface suitable for operation aboard a satellite.
The necessary requirements included durability, long term stability,
uniform and predictable conversion efficiency, and realistic demands
upon the spacecraft power systems. Although the literature suggested
that there might be several promising methods of converting neutral H
and O to negative ions, there was no data that could be used outright
for the determination of the proper surface to use in space. Initial
investigations focussed on matching the electron affinities of H and O
with the electron binding energy of a proposed surface in the hopes of
achieving a quasi-resonant electron transfer resulting in the conversion
of the neutrals to negative ions. The electron affinity of H is 0.75 eV
and the electron affinity of O is 1.46 eV, consequently a search for a
possible conversion surface with an electron binding energy in this range
was undertaken. The most promising candidate appeared to be that of
cesiated tungsten. This was suggested by earlier work of Van Toledo
(1986). These studies showed ionization efficiencies of >10% were pos-
sible using atomically clean, crystalline tungsten surfaces covered with

monolayer of cesium. Although both of these measurements were
accomplished using incident beams of positive ions, together they pro-
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vided a compelling argument for pursuing cesiated surfaces for use in
LENA.

The University of Denver and the University of Bern investigated
possible surfaces for the conversion of neutral atoms to negative ions
for use on LENA. The University of Bern was better equipped to in-
vestigate thermal methods of preparing a tungsten substrate prior to
cesiation and to determine the angular re�ection characteristics of the
converted ions. Although the University of Bern used an incident beam
of or , comparisons of angular scattering results with those of
the University of Denver bolstered con�dence in the applicability of the
results. The laboratory at the University of Denver (described in the
body of this article) used calibrated beams of O and H neutrals and
was responsible for the measurements of the conversion efficiencies of
the surfaces, as well as serving as a calibration facility for the spacecraft
instrument.

A major research thrust of the LENA team was the investigation
of cesiated tungsten surfaces for use as conversion surfaces. This re-
search involved the preparation and characterization of these surfaces.
It is well known that laboratory surfaces are covered with a layer of
physisorbed and chemisorbed molecules. In order to establish a clean
surface of substrate material or a smooth deposited layer of cesium;
the surface must �rst be cleaned in vacuum. Cleaning procedures were
evaluated at the University of Bern. By examining work function of the
resulting surface, it was determined that heating a tungsten substrate
to 800 C for two minutes was a minimum requirement for a clean sub-
strate suitable for cesium deposition. Cesium was then deposited upon
the surface after it cooled to below 300 C. Any surface will readsorb
molecules from the vacuum at a rate depending upon the pressure in
the chamber and the sticking coefficients for the various molecules com-
prising that pressure (usually water-dominated). The cesiated surface
will then be rendered ineffective by these new adsorbates. The heating
and deposition process can then used to rejuvenate the surface (Aellig
et al., 1998). However, delaying the degradation of the cesiated surface
by days would require an operational pressure inside the instrument of

T. Operation at such pressures within instruments on orbit, to
say nothing of laboratory calibration conditions, would require a high
temperature bake-out and extremely careful attention to materials.

It was found in testing, at pressures in the mid- Torr range, that
the cesiated surfaces had lifetimes of only about 30 minutes. Addition-
ally the freshly cesiated surfaces only offered an approximate factor of
two advantage over untreated laboratory surfaces in the conversion
of H and O to negative ions (2% vs. 1%, as shown in Figure 16).
On the basis of this information, cesiation was abandoned as a con-
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Summary of RPA analysis data for atomic atom conversion to negative ions
on bare polycrystalline tungsten, adsorbate-coated tungsten, and cesiated tungsten.
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version surface technology, in favor of the use of laboratory surfaces,
presumably covered mainly with layers of polar (water) molecules that
naturally occur in vacuum chambers and instruments. Consideration
was given to the provision of a steady source of such volatiles within
the instrument, but it was ultimately decided that normal outgassing
of materials would likely provide an adequate source, and that the �nal
monolayers would be difficult to remove in any case. A major concern
was that EUV exposure of the surface would lead to a clean surface
with a reduced conversion efficiency, but testing with a source similar
in magnitude to the solar EUV spectrum showed that there was no
discernable reduction in surface conversion efficiency.

It is possible that other materials exist that have a superior conver-
sion efficiency and that are more stable than cesiated surfaces against
surface contamination, in particular oxidation. However, such surfaces
will also be rapidly coated with adsorbates in any real instrument in the
laboratory or on orbit, possibly degrading the conversion surface until
the volatiles are driven off. This has been observed in tests investigating
several other possible conversion surfaces at the University of Denver,
including polycrystalline diamond and barium zirconate coatings on
tungsten. Unless the surfaces can be passivated against reaccumulation
of adsorbates, it appears necessary to run such surfaces at elevated
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Re�ection pattern for conversion of incident ions upon polycrystalline
tungsten, with monolayer coating of residual vacuum adsorbates. This pattern is
characteristic of results expected from the LENA conversion surface.
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temperatures on a continuous basis to maintain superior conversion
efficiencies. If such continuous heating can not be supported, it will
be necessary to accept the conversion efficiency of surfaces coated in
volatile adsorbates for routine operations, as we have done for LENA.

The conversion surface selected for LENA was thus polycrystalline
tungsten, polished to a surface roughness less than 5 nm RMS. This
polished surface, when clean, results in near-specular re�ection of the
converted neutrals. This characteristic of the re�ected ions is only
slightly degraded for a surface coated with 1 monolayer of cesium
or volatiles adsorbed from the vacuum, as shown in Figure 17. The
re�ected ions are re�ected with several degrees of dispersion around
the specular direction. The dispersion is moderately wider and is asym-
metric in the polar angle as compared to the azimuthal angle (relative
to surface normal), and decreases as the polar angle of incidence (mea-
sured from the normal) becomes larger. This dispersion is overcome by
the LENA IXL focussing in the polar angle direction. The polar disper-
sion leads to a limit on the polar angle resolution of LENA, effectively
broadening any particular pencil of incident neutral particles. This ef-
fect is reduced by higher accelerating potentials in the IXL. The design
goal of 8-degree resolution is met for an incident energy < 1 keV, and
an accelerating potential of 15 to 20 kV. Negative ions resulting from
the conversion of incident neutral atoms retain a characteristic energy
distribution (E 60% of the incident energy for O and 80-95% for H)
that can be used to determine the energy distribution of the incident
atomic �ux. Possible false signals could arrive from ions, particularly
H , produced by sputtering of water constituents by incident O atoms.
These ions were observed during calibration but resulted only from
incident O atoms, not from H atoms incident. These sputtered ions
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are at very low energy (a few eV) and can be easily discriminated, as
described in the response section of this paper.

The major LENA electronics subsystems are: spacecraft power and data
interfaces; low voltage power supplies and �lters ( ,
and 28V); high voltage power (0 to 3.0 kV for start and stop MCPs,
0 to kV, 0 to -20 kV), TOF electronics, C&DH and associated
logic, and Ground Support Equipment (GSE). These functions are
illustrated in Figure 18. The LENA electronics functions are divided
among electronics board/boxes, as brie�y summarized in Table V.

B.1.

The LENA C&DH is distributed among 2 processors: a UT69RH051
microcontroller (an 8051 variant) and an RH1280 FPGA (Figure 19).

The microcontroller provides a �exible plantform for instrument
development and operation. It lacks the ability however to respond to
repetitive high speed events. This capability is provided by the FPGA.
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Table V. Electronics box/board functions

Box/Board Function

Start MCP box 0 to 3.0 kV HVPS

Stop MCP box 0 to 3.0 kV HVPS

CPR Positive box 0 to 8.0 kV HVPS

CPR Negative box 0 to -8.0 kV HVPS

Optics HVPS box 0 to -20 kV HVPS

C&DH box:

C&DH/PSS Board Command and Data Handling,

Position Sensing

Power Control

analog signal conditioning, housekeeping

Mother Board integrates C&DH/PSS Board and

Power Control Board, interfaces to CIDP

40

These coprocessors communicate via memory mapped registers, digital
I/O lines and interrupts.

The LENA basis science program is stored in an 8kx8 PROM. A
more comprehensive program that supports the full complement of
LENA data products and autonomous operations capabilities is au-
tonomously downloaded from CIDP EEPROM into the LENA 32kx8
program-RAM after the basic program has booted. Program execution
then proceeds from this memory space.

The 8051 provides 3 primary functions:
- con�gure instrument subsystems based on commands transmitted

from CIDP,
- process and transmit science and housekeeping data in accordance

with the con�guration,
- monitor the instrument for undesirable behavior and initiate ac-

tions to correct it.
Commands are routed to LENA via an RS-422 interface at 38.4kbaud.

Handshaking is not implemented. Critical LENA commands are exe-
cuted immediately. Other commands are queued and executed within
several seconds.

Data are transferred to CIDP using the same speci�cation. Up to
32kB of science and housekeeping data are transferred during each spin
cycle. Dual accumulation buffers are implemented for each data prod-
uct, thereby permitting concurrent data acquisition and transmission.
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The 8051 resident program incorporates modules that continually
monitor instrument parameters to identify anomalous operation and
potentially damaging conditions. If such conditions are detected, the
instrument is autonomously recon�gured in an attempt to return it to
a desired region of operation. The C&DH also incorporates a watchdog
timer to reset the CPU if program execution proceeds errantly. After
the system has been reset it will attempt to return to a previously
con�gured state and resume normal science operation.

The monitor modules also execute a comprehensive instrument self-
test. The operational-space of the high voltage power supplies, TOF
system and data processing modules is exercised. The self-test module
then determines whether the subsystem has passed or failed the test by
comparing observed and expected behavior. Including this capability in
the �ight software provides a thorough, repeatable and reliable method
of verifying instrument operation.

The overarching goal is to give the instrument the ability to test
itself and to return to a desired state if perturbed. These autonomous
capabilities are critical since the �lights-out� mode of IMAGE opera-
tions implies there may be signi�cant latency between the onset of an
anomalous condition and when the instrument can be manually recon-
�gured to address it. Since reactions are derived from onboard rules
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in addition to ground commands, potentially damaging conditions are
handled more quickly and corrective actions are more comprehensive.

B.2.

LENA incorporates �ve high voltage power supplies that are attached
to the exterior of the sensor, as summarized in Table VI. High volt-
age connections are made when a supply is mounted onto the sensor,
using custom high voltage feedthroughs that are incorporated into the
power supply housing. Each supply receives power and control from the
C&DH subsystem. Features common to all high voltage power supplies
include:

- Digital commands include enable/disable, and a safe mode, where
the output voltage is limited to one tenth of the normal maximum.

- The output voltage is controlled by an analog input from 0 to +10
volts.

- Housekeeping monitors for HV output and input current have
analog outputs with a range from 0 to +10 volts. (The optics power
supply also has a monitor for output current.)

- The safe mode is active for about 0.3 seconds after +30 volt
power is turned on, so that the command inputs can stabilize. The
safe mode is active when +30V is supplied. An UNSAFE command
must be executed to exit this mode

The charged particle rejector power supplies (referred to as colli-
mator supplies earlier in the development of the instrument) provide
positive and negative high voltages to a set of parallel vanes with
alternating polarities. Electrons and ions with energy-per-charge less
than 100 keV/e are de�ected, but neutral particles are permitted to
enter LENA.

The optics high voltage power supply provides voltage for the con-
version surface, and through a chain of resistors, the voltages used by
the ion extraction lens and the electrostatic analyzer.

The microchannel plate power supplies provide all the high voltages
needed in the time-of-�ight analyzer. In addition to bias voltages for
the MCPs, this includes a negative potential for the carbon foil, and
the potential used on the mirror harp. The start and stop MCPs are
operated from separate HVPS. In order to avoid the need for individual
high voltage bias supplies for each sector, the MCPs have been speci�ed
to have consistent impedances from plate to plate. The four trapezoid
start MCPs represent a load of 114 mW to the start supply, and the
four rectangular stop MCPs, which have larger area, represent a load of
73 mW to the stop supply. Due to the consistency of MCP impedances,
it was not necessary to use a center tap voltage in the chevron stack
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Table VI. LENA high voltage power supply speci�cations

HVPS Name Maximum Load Ripple HV HK Monitor

Output (p-p) Outputs Outputs

Charged Particle +8.8 kV 880 MW 0.05% 1 I (input)

Rejector, Positive V (output)

Charged Particle -8.8 kV 880 MW 0.05% 1 I (input)

Rejector, Negative V (output)

Optics -22.0 kV 5000 MW 0.1% 1 I (input)

I (output)

V (output)

MCP Bias, Start +3.0 kV 114 MW 0.1% 5 I (input)

V (output)

MCP Bias, Stop +3.0 kV 73 MW 0.1% 5 I (input)

V (output)
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(an unused HVPS output was reserved for this). A negatively biased
grid is used in front of the MCPs to increase their efficiency by trapping
secondary electrons emitted from the front surface. MCP chevron stacks
are chosen for consistent multiplication gains. During calibration, the
optimum MCP bias operating points for start and stop detectors is
determined by varying the biases and observing the integral rate of
discriminated pulses.

B.3.

The time-of-�ight (TOF) electronics is a self-contained subsystem mounted
on the LENA sensor housing. A pair of Nanohex connectors brings the
start and stop microchannel plate pulses in from the sensor. A 31-pin
MDM connector is used for power input and data communications.
Figure 20 shows a block diagram of the LENA TOF electronics.

The start or stop microchannel plate pulse enters a two-stage am-
pli�er with 50 ohm input impedance. The output of this ampli�er is
sent to a constant-fraction timing discriminator (CFD) with amplitude
discrimination. The amplitude discriminator level is adjustable from
less than 10 mV to 50 mV, in 15 linear steps. If the microchannel plate
signal amplitude is above this level, a logic pulse generated by the
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timing discriminator is sent to the time-to-amplitude-converter (TAC)
circuit, and to the TOF logic. Input pulse amplitude variations result
in less than 1 nanosecond of walk in the TOF measurement (changing
both start and stop inputs over the range from 10 to 1000 mV).

The TAC circuit produces an output pulse with an amplitude that
is proportional to the time difference between the start and stop input
pulses, over a range from 5 to 303 nanoseconds. It is implemented by
charging a capacitor with a constant-current source during the time
interval between a start input and the next stop input. An analysis
window, which de�nes the minimum and maximum TOF, opens 5
nanoseconds, and closes 319 nanoseconds, after a start pulse is detected.
If there is no stop pulse within the analysis window, the TAC circuit
is reset, and the dead time is about 1 microsecond.

If there is a stop pulse within the analysis window, a double coinci-
dence rate (DCR) pulse is produced. This starts the analog to digital
converter (ADC) measurement of the TAC output. The 14-bit ADC
used includes a track and hold ampli�er at the input, and a serial in-
terface output that communicates directly with the C&DH subsystem.
While all 14 bits are sent to the C&DH, only the 8 most signi�cant
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bits are included in telemetered direct events. The dead time, when an
event is processed, is about 13 microseconds.

In addition to the time-of-�ight data, there are three types of pulses
sent to the C&DH subsystem for rate measurements: start, stop and
double coincidence. A start or stop singles rate pulse is generated when-
ever an event triggers the start or stop discriminator. As mentioned
previously, a DCR pulse is generated whenever the stop discriminator
is triggered while the analysis window is open. Dead time for the DCR
pulse is 1.6 microseconds.

An internal time-of-�ight calibration pulse generator may be turned
on for testing as required. It produces a pulse to the start ampli�er,
followed by one to the stop ampli�er after a delay (of 20, 40, 60, up
to 300 nanoseconds) that is selected by command. A clock from the
C&DH unit controls the repetition rate. To save power, this built in
test pulse generator is turned off when not in use.

Commands are received from the C&DH unit over a 16-bit serial
interface, and are echoed back for veri�cation. The start and stop
discriminator thresholds are individually adjustable with 4-bit levels.
Another 4-bits are used to control the time-of-�ight delay of the built
in test pulse generator, and one bit is used to turn the generator on or
off.
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